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**Abstract**

Magnetically levitated systems are becoming increasingly popular in the pumps, compressor, transportation, process industries etc. Bearingless motors are magnetically levitated systems with combined motor and levitation functions. The goal of this tutorial is to provide the fundamentals of the bearingless motor construction, operation, measurement system and control via lectures and hands on experience. Participants will also learn about the state of the art and recent developments in various conventional and non-conventional bearingless motor configurations. In the first part of the tutorial, we will discuss motivation, fundamental of operation and scaling laws of the bearingless motors. This will include the separate and combined winding configurations for motor and suspension function in bearingless motor. Participants will also learn about the basics of mechatronics surrounding the bearingless motors. The position measurement is an integral part of the bearingless motor, and the unstable nature of the electromagnetic suspension makes it an interesting control problem. We will discuss about the position sensor and control in brief to provide a complete picture to audience. First part of the tutorial will conclude with the state of art with commercially available magnetically levitated systems. In the second part, participants will learn about the variety of bearingless motor configurations. This will include the motors with various conventional and non-conventional topologies, associated working principles and motor configurations for various power levels. This section will cover the recent developments in the bearingless motors such as AC homopolar motor, interior permanent magnet motor, magnetically geared motor, vernier motor, induction motor and flux reversal motor. The non-conventional features of some of these bearingless motors like the geometry, airgap harmonics, etc. allows us to gain some desirable features like ease of control, force independent of rotor angle, reduced power electronics switches etc. This will provide a landscape of the bearingless motor configurations, applications and the research trends in this area. Participants will also learn about the drives for these motors. There are application dependent challenges associated with the bearingless motors. One such challenge is passive stiffness for pump operation and we will discuss the method to enhance passive stiffness in PM motors. The final part of the tutorial is a hands-on exercise. We have a complete experimenter’s kit including the bearingless motor, power electronics, measurement system, controller and debugging interface. The kit is reconfigurable to work as various bearingless motor topologies as well as winding reconfigurable as combined winding or separate winding. The participants will learn to commission the motor, tune the suspension and motor controller (will be provided), perform the levitation and test the motor upto 2000 rpm. If time allows, we can test the motor with separate and combined windings as well.
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